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Announcements

• Final Project Topics are out

• Final Project proposals are due Dec 5 

– Submit 1-page PDF project proposal

– Add “Topic A” … “Topic X” to the title

– Check you can claim Google Credits (wait for email)

– Whenever possible, aim to reproduce published results 

using comparable experimental settings.

– Use standard experimental settings so your results can 

be compared to others

– Start working on the project, your will get feedback on 

your project proposal



Ingredients of modern vision methods

AlexNet [Krizhevsky et al. 2012]

~60M parameters

Manual

supervision



Problems with manual supervision

 Expensive

 Ambiguous

Table? Dining table? Desk? …



This lecture:

How to avoid manual supervision?

Part I:

Weakly-supervised 

learning

Coarse or cheap labels

Part II:

Self-supervised 

learning

No labels



Preview:

Weakly-supervised 

learning

Coarse or cheap labels

image-level labels:

 Person

 Chair

 Airplane
+

Self-supervised 

learning

No labels

Pre-trained visual 
representation



Can we train object detection without bounding 

box annotations?

Image-level labels: Bicycle, Person



Motivation: image-level labels are plentiful

“Beautiful red leaves in a back street of Freiburg”

[Kuznetsova et al., ACL 2013]

http://www.cs.stonybrook.edu/~pkuznetsova/imgcaption/captions1K.html



Motivation: image-level labels are plentiful

“Public bikes in Warsaw during night”

https://www.flickr.com/photos/jacek_kadaj/8776008002/in/photostream/



Goal
Training input

Test output

image-level labels:

 Person

 Chair

 Airplane

+
 Reading

 Riding bike

 Running

More details in http://www.di.ens.fr/willow/research/weakcnn/

… …

http://www.di.ens.fr/willow/research/weakcnn/


Approach: search over object’s location

at the training time

See also [Papandreou et al. ’15,  Sermanet et al. ’14,  Chaftield et al.’14]
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Oquab, Bottou, Laptev and Sivic CVPR 2015

Standard 

image 

classification 

loss



Approach: search over object’s location

at the training time

See also [Papandreou et al. ’15,  Sermanet et al. ’14,  Chaftield et al.’14]
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Standard 

image 

classification 

loss

Max-pool over 

the image

Max

Image-level global max-pool per-class aggregation



Image-level aggregation using global max-pool
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Figure 2: Network architecture. The layer legend indicates the number of maps, whether the layer performs
cross-map normalization (norm), pooling (pool), dropouts (dropout), and reports its subsampling ratio with
respect to the input image. See [21, 26] and Section 3 for full details.

Initial work [1, 6, 7, 15, 37] on weakly supervised object localization has focused on learning
from images containing prominent and centered objects in images with limited background clut-
ter. More recent efforts attempt to learn from images containing multiple objects embedded in
complex scenes [2, 9, 28] or from video [30]. Thesemethods typically localize objects with visually
consistent appearance in the training data that often contains multiple objects in different spatial
configurations and cluttered backgrounds. While these works are promising their performance is
still far from the fully supervised methods. Our work is also related to recent methods that find dis-
tinctive mid-level object parts for scene and object recognition in an unsupervised [34] or a weakly
supervised [10, 20] setting.

In contrast to theabovemethodswedevelop aweakly supervised learning method based on convolu-
tional neural networks (CNNs) [22, 24]. Convolutional neural networkshaverecently demonstrated
excellent performance on a number of visual recognition tasks that include classification of entire
images [11, 21, 40], predicting presence/absence of objects in cluttered scenes [4, 26, 31, 32] or
localizing objects by bounding boxes [16, 32]. However, the current CNN architectures assume
in training a single prominent object in the image with limited background clutter [11, 21, 32, 40]
or require fully annotated object locations in the image [16, 26]. Learning from images contain-
ing multiple objects in cluttered scenes with only weak object presence/absence labels has been so
far limited to representing entire images without explicitly searching for location of individual ob-
jects [4, 31, 40], though some level of robustness to the scale and position of objects is gained by
jittering.

In this work, we develop a weakly supervised convolutional neural network pipeline that learns
from complex scenes containing multiple objects by explicitly searching over possible object loca-
tions and scales in the image. We demonstrate that our weakly supervised approach achieves the
best published result on the Pascal VOC 2012 object classification dataset outperforming methods
training from entire images [4, 31, 40] as well as performing on par or better than fully supervised
methods [26].

3 Network architecture for weakly supervised learning

Webuild on the fully supervised network architecture of [26] that consists of fiveconvolutional and
four fully connected layers and assumes as input a fixed size image patch containing a single rela-
tively tightly cropped object. To adapt this architecture to weakly supervised learning we introduce
the following threemodifications. First, we treat the fully connected layers as convolutions, which
allows us to deal with nearly arbitrary sized images as input. Second, we explicitly search for the
highest scoring object position in the image by adding a single global max-pooling layer at the out-
put. Third, we use a cost-function that can explicitly model multiple objects present in the image.
The threemodifications are discussed next and the network architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.

3

…



Training with global max-pooling

Correct label:

increase score

Incorrect label:

decrease score

Learn discriminative

object parts

Suppress Hard 

Negatives

image-level labels:

 Airplane

 Car

 Chair   …

+

Airplane score map

Car score map

Training input:



Training 

Motorbikes

Evolution of 

localization 

score maps 

over training 

epochs



Test results on 80 classes in Microsoft COCO dataset



Test results on 80 classes in Microsoft COCO dataset



Test results on 80 classes in Microsoft COCO dataset



Test results on 80 classes in Microsoft COCO dataset



Test results on 80 classes in Microsoft COCO dataset



Results for weakly-supervised

action recognition

in Pascal VOC’12 dataset  



Test results for 10 action classes in Pascal VOC12



Test results for 10 action classes in Pascal VOC12



Test results for 10 action classes in Pascal VOC12



Test results for 10 action classes in Pascal VOC12

Failure cases



Weakly-supervised learning of

actions in video

from scripts and narrations



As the headwaiter takes them to 
a table they pass by the piano, 
and  the woman looks at Sam. 
Sam, with a conscious effort, 
keeps his eyes on the keyboard 
as they go past. The headwaiter 
seats Ilsa...

27
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As the headwaiter takes them to 
a table they pass by the piano, 
and  the woman looks at Sam. 
Sam, with a conscious effort, 
keeps his eyes on the keyboard 
as they go past. The headwaiter 
seats Ilsa...
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…

1172

01:20:17,240 --> 01:20:20,437

Why weren't you honest with me?

Why'd you keep your marriage a secret?

1173

01:20:20,640 --> 01:20:23,598

lt wasn't my secret, Richard.

Victor wanted it that way.

1174

01:20:23,800 --> 01:20:26,189

Not even our closest friends

knew about our marriage.

…

…

RICK

Why weren't you honest with me? Why

did you keep your marriage a secret?

Rick sits down with Ilsa.

ILSA

Oh, it wasn't my secret, Richard. 

Victor wanted it that way. Not even 

our closest friends knew about our

marriage.

…

01:20:17

01:20:23

subtitles movie script

• Scripts available for >500 movies (no time synchronization)

www.dailyscript.com, www.movie-page.com, www.weeklyscript.com …

• Subtitles (with time info.) are available for the most of movies

• Can transfer time to scripts by text alignment

Script-based video annotation

[Laptev, Marszałek, Schmid, Rozenfeld 2008]



Scripts as weak supervision

U
n

c
e

rt
a

in
ty

24:25

24:51

Imprecise temporal localization•

No explicit spatial localization •

NLP problems, scripts ≠ training labels•

“… Will gets out of the Chevrolet. …” 

“… Erin exits her new truck…”
vs. Get-out-car

Challenges:



Joint Learning of Actors and Actions

Rick? Rick?

Walks?
Walks?

[Bojanowski et al. ICCV 2013]

Rick walks up behind Ilsa

[Bojanowski, Bach, Laptev, Ponce, Schmid, Sivic, 2013]



Rick

Walks

Rick walks up behind Ilsa

Joint Learning of Actors and Actions
[Bojanowski et al. ICCV 2013]

[Bojanowski, Bach, Laptev, Ponce, Schmid, Sivic, 2013]



Formulation: Cost function

Rick

Ilsa

Sam

Actor labels Actor image features

Actor classifier



Formulation: Cost function

Person p appears at 

least once in clip N :

p = Rick

Weak supervision 

from scripts:



Action a appears at 

least once in clip N :

a = Walk

Weak supervision 

from scripts:

Formulation: Cost function



Formulation: Cost function

Action a

appears 

in clip N :

Weak supervision 

from scripts:

Person p

appears in 

clip N :

Person p

and

Action a

appear in 

clip N :



Scaling to many movies: Faces



Scaling to many movies: Faces



Scaling to many movies: Faces







Is action vocabulary well-defined?•

Examples of “Open” action:

What granularity of action vocabulary shall we consider?•

How to define actions?





Current solution: learn person-throws-cat-into-trash-bin classifier

Source: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eYdUZdan5i8



open

What is the right 

action granularity?

person-throws-cat-into-trash-bin

What are action classes?



Initial state Target state

• Narrated videos: people describe what they do

• Large variety of actions, objects, scenes and tasks

• Goal-driven sequences of actions 

Define actions by goals

Instructional videos



Learning from narrated instruction videos
J.-B. Alayrac, P. Bojanowski, N. Agrawal, J. Sivic, I. Laptev and S. Lacoste-Julien

CVPR 2016



What are instructional videos?

[Alyarac et al., CVPR 2016]



How do we formalize the problem?

Input: a set of narrated instruction videos

S
a
m

p
le

 1
S

a
m

p
le

 2

Outputs: sequence of main steps
visual and linguistic representations of the steps

temporal localization of each step



Assumptions and 
overview of the approach

People do what
they say roughly when they say it
Assumption 2:

Each task is  
composed of an ordered
sequence of steps.

Assumption 1:

Approach:  
two linked clustering stages

1) Text clustering using multiple 
sequence alignment

2) Video clustering under text 
constraints

Assumptions:  



Video clustering with text constraints
Te

xt
-b

as
e

d

cl
u

st
e

ri
n

g

Video clustering

Representation 

of video chunks 

(IDTF,CNN)

[Txd] matrix

OUTPUT 

(Discovered 

temporal 

localization)

Linear action 

classifier 

[dxK] matrix

Subtitle 

alignment

[SxT] matrix

Text 

Assignment

[SxK] matrix



Qualitative results

``jack car”``loosen nuts” ``remove wheel”





Qualitative results



Going WikiHow scale

Examples of scrapped tasks

• How to Be Healthy
• How to Cook Quinoa in a Rice 

Cooker
• How to Sew an Apron
• How to Break a Chain
• How to April Fool your

Girlfriend
• ….

Step 1: Scrap ~130K tasks from WikiHow
Step 2: Filter out 
non-visual tasks



HowTo100M dataset

[Miech, Zhukov, Alayrac, Tapaswi, Laptev and Sivic, ICCV 2019]



HowTo100M dataset

[Miech, Zhukov, Alayrac, Tapaswi, Laptev and Sivic, ICCV 2019]

x1000 

times 

larger!



HowTo100M dataset: Examples

[Miech, Zhukov, Alayrac, Tapaswi, Laptev and Sivic, ICCV 2019]



Joint embedding model

[Miech, Zhukov, Alayrac, Tapaswi, Laptev and Sivic, ICCV 2019]



Joint embedding model

[Miech, Zhukov, Alayrac, Tapaswi, Laptev and Sivic, ICCV 2019]



Online search demo: https://www.di.ens.fr/willow/research/howto100m/

[Miech, Zhukov, Alayrac, Tapaswi, Laptev and Sivic, ICCV 2019]



Online search demo: https://www.di.ens.fr/willow/research/howto100m/

[Miech, Zhukov, Alayrac, Tapaswi, Laptev and Sivic, ICCV 2019]



YouCook2: Video retrieval

Results: Instructional videos

CrossTask: Action localization

Fine-tuning gives further improvements

Weakly-supervised training on HowTo100M 
outperforms fully-supervised training on 
YouCook2 and CrossTask datasets  

[Miech, Zhukov, Alayrac, Tapaswi, Laptev and Sivic, ICCV 2019]



MSR-VTT: Video retrieval

Pre-training on HowTo100M + finetuning
outperforms fully-supervised training on MSR-VTT

Results: YouTube videos

[Miech, Zhukov, Alayrac, Tapaswi, Laptev and Sivic, ICCV 2019]



Results: Impact of scale

[Miech, Zhukov, Alayrac, Tapaswi, Laptev and Sivic, ICCV 2019]



Open challenges

• HowTo100M contains ~50% label noise due to video-text misalignment, non-visual 

explanations, etc.

• Our method relies on pre-trained video features, no end-to-end learning of visual 

representations despite massive (but noisy) data.



End-to-End Learning of Visual Representations 

from Uncurated Instructional Videos

A. Miech*,   J-B. Alayrac*,   L. Smaira,     I. Laptev,     J. Sivic,     A. Zisserman

*equal contributions 

CVPR 2020



Training task

Video-Text

Contrastive loss

[Miech, Alayrac, Laptev, Smaira, Sivic and Zisserman, CVPR 2020]



fresh herbs maybe

some oregano

Time

[Miech, Alayrac, Laptev, Smaira, Sivic and Zisserman, CVPR 2020]



fresh herbs maybe

some oregano

Time

keep it simple you

just want to add

spinachs what’s

the name

you can add

cilantro basil

they give

give it a couple 

more tosses

spinachs what’s

the name

give it a couple 

more tosses

[Miech, Alayrac, Laptev, Smaira, Sivic and Zisserman, CVPR 2020]



Multiple Instance 

Learning 

Contrastive Loss

[Miech, Alayrac, Laptev, Smaira, Sivic and Zisserman, CVPR 2020]



Narration 

input
Video input

Video network Text network
Bag of positive 

candidate pairs

Negative

video-narration pairs

[Miech, Alayrac, Laptev, Smaira, Sivic and Zisserman, CVPR 2020]

Our formulation: MIL-NCE



Bag of positive 

candidate pairs

Spinach what’s

the name

Give it a couple 

more tosses

Fresh herbs

maybe

Some oregano

[Miech, Alayrac, Laptev, Smaira, Sivic and Zisserman, CVPR 2020]

Our formulation: MIL-NCE



Our formulation: MIL-NCE

Let’s glue the 

piece of woods

Keep it simple 

you

Just want to add

Fresh herbs

maybe

Some oregano

Negative

video-narration pairs

[Miech, Alayrac, Laptev, Smaira, Sivic and Zisserman, CVPR 2020]



Video-Text model 
architecture

Separate the 
eggs with yolks

Separate

eggs

yolks

word2vec 
dim = 300

Linear3D CNN
Video

embedding

Linear + 

Relu
Max

Pool

Text

embedding

32 frames @ 10 fps

Linear

dim = 2048 dim = 2048 dim = 512

dim = 512

[Miech, Alayrac, Laptev, Smaira, Sivic and Zisserman, CVPR 2020]



The downstream tasks

Action 

recogniti

on
HMDB-

51
UCF-

101

Action 

Localization
COIN YouTube 8M

Segments

CrossTask

Text-to-

Video

retrieval

MSR-VTT

YouCook2

[Miech, Alayrac, Laptev, Smaira, Sivic and Zisserman, CVPR 2020]



YouCook2 Zero-Shot Text-to-Video 
retrieval

0

10

20

30

40

50

60 R@10

[1] HowTo100M only

ImageNet

Kinetics-400

Pretrained

ImageNet

Kinetics-400

Pretrained

+

YouCook2

Finetuned

No label used

for pretrain and 

no finetuning

[1] A. Miech, D. Zhukov, J.-B. Alayrac, M. Tapaswi, I. Laptev, J. Sivic, 

HowTo100M: Learning a Text-Video Embedding by Watching Hundred Million Narrated Video Clips, in ICCV, 2019.

[Miech, Alayrac, Laptev, Smaira, Sivic and Zisserman, CVPR 2020]



Action recognition: comparison to 

self-supervised video representations

[Miech, Alayrac, Laptev, Smaira, Sivic and Zisserman, CVPR 2020]



Comparison to fully-supervised

representations

[1] A. Miech, D. Zhukov, J.-B. Alayrac, M. Tapaswi, I. Laptev, J. Sivic, 

HowTo100M: Learning a Text-Video Embedding by Watching Hundred Million Narrated Video Clips, in ICCV, 2019.

[Miech, Alayrac, Laptev, Smaira, Sivic and Zisserman, CVPR 2020]



Pretrained Text-Video models
and code 

publicly available

https://www.di.ens.fr/willow/research/mil-nce/



Video 

search 

by text



Recent work on learning from 

images and text

OpenAI CLIP:

Radford et al., Learning transferable visual models from natural language 

supervision. arXiv:2103.00020. 2021 Feb 26.

Microsoft:

Yuan et al., Florence: A New Foundation Model for Computer Vision. arXiv

preprint arXiv:2111.11432. 2021 Nov 22.

Google:

Jia et al., Scaling up visual and vision-language representation learning with 

noisy text supervision. arXiv preprint arXiv:2102.05918. 2021 Feb 11.

Pham et al., Combined Scaling for Zero-shot Transfer Learning. arXiv

preprint arXiv:2111.10050. 2021 Nov 19.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.00020
https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.00020
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2111.11432.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2102.05918.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2102.05918.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2111.10050.pdf


Recent work on learning from 

images and text

OpenAI CLIP:

Radford et al., Learning transferable visual models from natural language 

supervision. arXiv:2103.00020. 2021 Feb 26.

Training on 400M pairs of images and text

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.00020
https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.00020


Recent work on learning from 

images and text

Pham et al., Combined Scaling for Zero-shot Transfer Learning. arXiv

preprint arXiv:2111.10050. 2021 Nov 19.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2111.10050.pdf


Adapting Large Language Models

• Paired Vision-Language data on the Internet is

(a) Noisy and

(b) Relatively scarce compared to Language-only data

• Large Language Models (LLMs) already encode much of the common-

sense knowledge that could be useful for vision tasks.

• Brown et al., Language models are few-shot learners. In Proc 

NeurIPS 2020.

• Alayrac et al., Flamingo: a visual language model for few-shot 

learning. In Proc NeurIPS 2022.

• Li et al., Blip-2: Bootstrapping language-image pre-training with 

frozen image encoders and large language models. In Proc ICML 

2023.

• Liu et al., Visual Instruction Tuning. In Proc NeurIPS 2023

• …

(Some) recent work adopting LLMs for vision tasks:

https://proceedings.neurips.cc/paper_files/paper/2020/file/1457c0d6bfcb4967418bfb8ac142f64a-Paper.pdf
https://proceedings.neurips.cc/paper_files/paper/2022/file/960a172bc7fbf0177ccccbb411a7d800-Paper-Conference.pdf
https://proceedings.neurips.cc/paper_files/paper/2022/file/960a172bc7fbf0177ccccbb411a7d800-Paper-Conference.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2301.12597.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2301.12597.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2304.08485.pdf


Alayrac et al., NeurIPS 2022

Architecture



Alayrac et al., NeurIPS 2022

Training

Pre-trained

70B-parameter 

LLM Chinchilla

Vision-Language training data:

• MultiModal MassiveWeb (M3W) dataset obtained from 43M webpages

• ALIGN dataset with 1.8B images paired with alt-text.

• VTP (Video & Text Pairs) with 27M short videos paired with sentence descriptions

Training objective:

• Text prediction givenvisual input



Alayrac et al., NeurIPS 2022

Results
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Alayrac et al., NeurIPS 2022

Results
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